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Lesson 71:  Practice Reading Multisyllable Words 
 
This lesson provides additional direct instruction and practice with multisyllable words. Remember 
learning and practicing how to handle these multisyllable words greatly improves your reading.  I will add 
a light pencil mark if you need help breaking a word apart. As the student reads, have a pencil ready. 
Make a slashmark to indicate syllable breaks only if and when they need some assistance with a word. 
 
Practice with mixed 2 and 3 syllable words 
 

evergreen notice reject neglect victory 

refrain contain receive complete electric 

inspect extend hidden  entrance hundred 

softly frequent included celebrate testify 

understand suddenly behind  remember anything 

around number between almost inside 

surface within sudden himself learning 

outside always careful became prevent 

morning sentence laptop behind problem 

complete  concrete  terminate terminal purpose 

capital  hostage freedom entrance adequate 

disinfect reflect calculate hesitate vitamin 

hospital simplify whatever capital carnival 

tornado circulate ordinary relative sediment 

argument adhesive president victory circulate 

dedicate accident balcony explode malignant 

prudent excellent proclaim increase insist 

endure general introduce combine careful 

devastate electron obligate expansive captive 

obsolete documents destiny determine discarded 

disappoint average native primitive remotely 

similar unfriendly vintage yearly penetrate 

mushroom laundry indicate impassive consider 
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graphic flavor fantastic develop confront 

confirm confine conflict baptize amplify 

abrasive observe pelican secretive temper 

obstacle complain compensate complex camera 

agenda expensive glamour helplessness charcoal 

lumber multiple objective sensitive vertical 

chapter bandage artist artistic appear 

appointment addictive adaptable leather corrupt 

accomplish accident constructed diminish dishonest 

displacement document enrichment entertain exceed 

exclusive extreme internet fascinate festival 

finance finger forbid forecast fortify 

gentleman handful fragile frustrate furnish 

history honestly horizon inspecting women 

inspector intense internal interval invalid  

investment isolate justify lightning monitor 

elapse minister minimize incentive introduce  

medium dedicate incomplete published recorded 

replenish perform pattern enormous canopy 

forbidden assignment wonderful interrupt victory 

continue centipede adequate carpenter harmony 

orphanage tornado circumstance circulate carpeted 

neglected attacking celebrate circumvent halibut 

hurricane illustrate sacrifice inhabited hospital 

mineral detective reflective episode avoiding 

statistic adjustment extend forbidden classical 

satisfy fearfully refueling ownership repaired 
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proceeding generally disturbed distribute rewarding 

converted migrating sheltered excitement excited 

exciting excitable monument delighted replaced 

replacement retirement internal arrangement adjusted 

respectful minimal benefit vitamins retailer 

maintaining difference different differing related 

envelope companion expected informed element 

professor dentist exclusive sponsored explain 

concrete freedom complex balance reflect 

bottle morning shipment remote clearly 

discord exploring narrow regain conflict  

pretend meaning difficult banish confirm 

prohibit diplomat prolific migrate sideways 

address disconnect virus discount provided 
 

Practice with 4 & 5 syllable words 
 

unseasoned emergency material accumulate ordinary 

centimeter harmonica certificate humanity intensify 

capitalism personality unexpected confidently academic 

consequently development accordingly disconnecting identify 

companionship disadvantage  affirmative disappointment astronomy 

accomplishment  fertilizer unexpected elementary particular 

enormously universal administer vocabulary equivalent 

apparently ornamental replenishing indirectly participate 

particular accordingly consolidate considerable environment 

considering successfully fundamental permanently unhappiness 

independence indestructible informative understanding increasingly 
 

Writing/Spelling Words: Write some of the listed words.  


